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Instructions: 1) All Questions are compulsory.
2) Figures to the right indicate full marks.
3) Assume suitable Data wherever necessary and state it crearly.
4) Use of scientific non programmable calculator is permitted.

Ql) Solve any three.

a) Explain the different modes of heat transfer with suitable example and
also give Oi_:i" law for each one. 
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b) Define o;r.effieattransfer coefficient, and also derive ,rr.rprgsi.,-jp, fo,
overallla!}al transfer coefficient 'IJ', for a composite wa1l $a#iiig two
plarcq in series with thermal conductivities 'Ko'and 'Ko', hai,ing hot fluid
{;!1lemperaturr 'l' with heat transfer coefficient r\l;on one side and

,1'...p8I4 fluid temprrut r.. 'To' with heat transfer 
"oe--_-- 

ient 'h^' on other"l''"side. " ';"; 
16l

c) The wall of an oven is 40 cm thick having its thermal conductivity of 0.7
Wmk. The interior surface ofthe oven is maintained at atemperature of
800"C and the outside wall temperature is 200"C. The totai surface area
ofwall ofthe oven is 2m2. Find the thermal resistance ,heatflow rate and
the heat flux.
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Total Marks : 100

d) Aplane wall is 15 cmthick of surface area4.5m2. Thermal conductivity
ofthe wall is 9.5Wmk. The inner and outer surface ofthe wall is maintained
at 150"C and45"C respectively. Determine,

1) Heat flo"w rate across the wall.
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ii)
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Temperature gradient in direction ofheat flow
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Q2) Solve the following.

a) Derive the general heat conduction equation in Cartesian co-ordinate
system. Also write the special cases of this equation. t8l

OR

b) Derive the equation for temperature distribu.tion and heat transfer for a
'""solid sphere under steady state condition with uniform heat generation

and convert it in terms of outside heat transfer coefficient and outside
temperature of the fluid'T oo'.

c) The steady state temperature distribution in a plane wall is given as,

T : 600+2500x-12000x2, where 'T' is in '0C' and 'x' is in meter
measured from the surface of outer wall. One dimensional steady state
heat conduction occurs inthe wall. Assuming the thermal conductivity
(k*.urr :2.35 Wimk) and thickness has 0.3 m. Determine.

l8l

t8l

il The surface ternp. & average temp. of the tvali.

ii) The maximum tenrperature in the wall & its location.

iii) The heat fluxes at the surfaces.

Q3) Solv.e any two. 
l

,) Write shoft notes on, I8l

,) Types and classification of fins,

ii) Fin efficiency and fin effectiveness.

b) Srhat do you mean by initial and boundary conditions? What are the
types of boundary conditions? t8I

c) Fins are provided to increase the rate of heat transfer from a hot surface.
Which ofthe following wili I have maximuln heat transfer rate: t8I

i) 6 fins of 10 cm length.

ii) 10 fins of 6 crn length.

(Take 'k' for fin : 300 V//mk, h : 20 W lm2k, cross section area of
fin:'2'cmz, perimeter:4 crn, Temperature of hot surface;230oC,
Temperature of sorrounding air : 3OoC)
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Solve any fwo of the following.

a) Explain thephenomenon of Natural Convection and forced convection,
What is mqan film temperature and Bulk mean temperature? t8l

b) Water at the rate of 0.8 kg/s at 90'C flows tlu ough a steel tube having 25 mm
trD and 30 mrn OD. The outside surface temperature ofthe pipe is 84oC and

, 'temperature of sur:ronding air is 20"C. The room pressul'e is 1 atm and pipe
' is 15 m long. How much heat is lost by free convection in room. Use

con'elation Nu: 0.53 (dr.Pr)0 2s. Take properties of air as p : 1.0877 kg/m3,

v:I.9606x1tr5k-Cm.s.Pr:0.702.k*.:0.02813WmK tSl

c) Airat 20"Cand 1.013 barflows overaflatplate40m/s. Theplate is 1 m
long and is maintained at 60oC. Assuming unit depth, calculate the heat
transfer from the plate, use the con'elation:Nq_: (Pr), 33[0.037(Rer)0 8850J

Properties of air at 4A"C are, p : 1 .1 28 kglm3 , Co: 1 .005 kJ/kg'C,
k: 0.0215 W/m"C. y: 16.96x10-6m2ls, Pr : 0.699. t8l

Q5) Solve any two of the following.

a) State and Explain;

t) 'rKirchoff's Law
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,u"r";|' " t8lI ,,', '

ii) Wien'sDisplacementLaw

iii) Lambert's Cosine Larv

r") Planck's Law

iii) Maximum emissive power

ir) Total emissive power
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b) State Planck's law and Stefan Boltznann law and hence derive Stefan

t8IBoltzmann law from Planks law.

c) Calculate the following for an industrial furnace in the form of black
body and emitting radiations at 2500"C. t8l

D Monochromatic emissivepower atwavelength 1.2 v m

ii) Wave length atwhich emission is maximum
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Q6) a) Write short notes on (any two); I12l

i) Types'of fouling and its causes

ii) Pool Boiling Curue

iii) ., Explain classification ofheat exchanger with neat sketch.

b) " 'Water at 225 kg/h is to be heated from 35"C to 95"C by means of
' ' concentric tube heat exchanger. Oil at 225 kg/n and 21 OoC with specific

heat of 2A95 J/kg.K is te be used as hot fluid. If the overall heat transfer
coefficient based on ouoter diameter of the inner tube is 550 Wirn2K.
Determine the length ofheat exchanger, ifthe outer diameter is 100 nr:n.
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